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Some words from the
coordinator Alice Kleinschmidt

Picture from our warehouse in the north of the
island, Kleio , Lesvos
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Lesvos – a man-made tragedy for the people seeking safety
in Europe

# some pictures of the new camp

10 000

40%

93%

80%

Refugees are residing
on Lesvos by
December 2020

Of them are
children

Of them come from violent crisis
regions such as Afghanistan,
Iraq, Somalia, D.R. Congo and
Syria

Of them reside in the new
camp called “Mavrovuni”
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# Our team and resources 2020

Our team currently consists of 12 people
• Three receptionists / social consultants, one of them Farsi/English speaking (Reza) and two of them Greek/English speaking (Thenia and Ifigenia). All three are
responsible for the Information Point at the Welcome Office – registration for classes – accompanying people to public services and trying to solve any issues
coming up

•
•
•
•
•

•

5 teachers: one for Greek language teaching (Giorgos), one fore English and Greek teaching (Thanos), one English teacher (Stavroula), one for alphabetization and
Math (Hadi), and one art workshop facilitator (Katerina) *
Two part time coordinators – one of them Greek and one of them German (Stratos and Alice) , both of them responsible for the projects, administration,
fundraising, supplies and supervision
One volunteer for reports writing on advocacy in cooperation with the Berlin office of borderline europe - human rights without borders e.V. (Salim)
One maintainer and driver ( Nikos) responsible for the warehouse in the north and supplying the quarantine camp in Megala Therma with things needed for
new arrivals
Our work is based on local resources. We get all we need in Lesvos, which includes a close cooperation with other NGOs – in order to share common efforts. Our
aim is to focus on establishing inclusive structures of solidarity networks and NOT the isolating camp structures that are itself part of the problem people face
looking for a new life in. dignity. This year we were supporting many other initiatives because we think working together with already existing resources makes
smore sense than setting up something new from scratch
We rent two spaces , one of them is a warehouse in the north and one office where we have space for classes and consultation. We have two cars – one of them
is being used by Medical Volunteers International and the other one is used to transport supplies within the north

* The team of teachers varies all the time according to the needs of the children that register with us
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#our current team

# 2020

Hadi

Stravroula
Thanos

Stratos

Giorgos

Nikos

Alice
Salim
Ifigenia

Katerina

Reza and Thenia
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Project # 1 WELCOME
OFFICE

Our Welcome Office is situated very central on the main street
close to the Sapphos Square, the heart of Mytilini. Currently with
only 50 square meters but soon with 200m2 we offer information
and counselling mainly in the areas of „administrative support“
which means how to get a tax number, how to register at public
services, how to open a bank account but also general information
about the asylum procedures , how to get a job or rent an
apartment. We also help with translation of documents in Greek,
buying ferry or airplane tickets and when it is needed we
accompany to other offices for assisting or for referring to other
organizations. We try to be a smiling information point that makes
the difficult circumstances for the refugees on Lesvos a little bit
easier and we support with the integration toward the local
community also with Greek lessons for adults. We are mainly
known for our services to apply for a tax number which is an
important step to be able to rent an apartment etc. not all our
counselling has success but we feel all orientation and any form we
fill in is a relief for the people visiting us.

550
The average of people we assisted per month
mainly with application for tax office and
unemployment office

Tip (remove this after reading):
DUBLICATE THIS SLIDE
FOR ALL PROJECTS

Name the company, people or fund who helped
you financially to translate this project to reality:
- e.g. Fund X Peterson donated $940 for the
materials such as pencils, pens, blank paper and
…
- e.g. 430 volunteers spent 490 hours teaching
children the basis of writing and counting
- e.g. Fund XC gifted 480 books for children and
made it possible for them to study after the
project

Ca. 5000
We supported through the whole
year – many of them just with filling
in some forms and 3 months we were
closed to to the pandemic
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Project # 2 WELCOME LESSONS for young refugees

We have been very grateful that the year despite all the difficulties with Corona and the burning
down of the camp of Moria has been a fruitful year for our educational activities with many
students coming to our classes. We focused on giving a long term support to the children
154 children visited our classes this year
registering with us and offer them classes according to their needs and own wishes. Usually one
class takes place twice per week but we tried to give every child at least two classes in order to
- From them round about 50% lived in Moria or then
establish a closer contact and a stable relationship which is something that is often missing by
the new camp, 34 lived in the Kara Tepe Camp and
the many refugee children without any stable networks around them.
36 students lived in Mytilini.
Our program that for is flexible. Main aim is to teach basic language skills – in some cases we
have to start with alphabetization classes or in case of very young children with getting familiar - 83 from our students were girls and 71 boys
- 92 of them chose English lessons first ( including
with a classroom situation first through playing and arts for example.
alphabetization), 43 chose Greek, 8 art workshop
There are many children that have never visited a school because their journey has been already
and 11 the math class
too long living in camps.
- As a second class we complemented then their first
This year our classes consisted in Alphabetization, Greek, English, Math, Geograohy and Art
choice with other options
classes.
- 76 of our students have complemented a basic
We had to stop our classes twice due to the Corona Lock down restrictions when also public
language course and 78 are currently still visiting
schools were closed from 11.3.-23.5. and7.11.-07.01.2021. We were very sorry about that as we
our classes
- 40% of the students were 6 to 12 years old and 60%
experience that all of the children had nowhere else to go, especially when living inside the
13 to 17 years
camps their life got really hard. Only about. 30% of our students we could still reach through
- All in all we were able to conduct 26 classes
some kind of online support . Currently we have 180 children on our waiting list. Also the
throghout the year. Most of them ran for 3 months
fluctuation of the students is quite high due to transfers to the mainland and the constantly
some longer
changing situation.

4000+
Children are living in
Lesvos

̴ 2800
Of them in the the Camp
“Mavrovouni”

154
Children we could support through our
educational activities through the year
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Projekt # 2 WELCOME LESSONS and our program
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Projekt # 2 WELCOME LESSONS a
student and her story
Anis, is 17 years old and is living with her 4 siblings
and parents in the old camp of Kara Tepe ( run by the
Municipality). She visited our Greek class this year.
Very quick we understood that she is a very fast
learner and in no time she spoke Greek and was able
to get a part time job in one of the local shops in the
city center. She was so happy about being able to
support her family and even she made it into the pubic
school registration were she started this year her
school.
Anis is very well integrated and her biggest dream is
to help other children like her or to become o doctor or
teacher.
She sent a letter to us to spread her pain about her
beeing rejected refugee status in Greece. She
expressed also her worries and sadness about the
many children she sees daily in the camp and she
would like to be seen as a human rather than as a
refugee being locked up in a camp.
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Project # 3 PROTI STASSI (“first station”)
The project Proti Stassi evolved around an old cheesefactory that
we rented for the first reception of people arriving in the north
shore of Lesvos. Since the political climate changed actors like us
supporting the new arrivals are not wanted if not criminalised by
the authorities. Current access to the new arrivals is very
restricted. Since March 2020 we can only provide supplies for the
newcomer sthrough the cooperation with UNHCR to whom we
provide the items neded – they then deliver it to the people
that are wet and exhausted after hours of drifting in the sea. This
year we started with quite a few arrivals until March 2020 where
everything was needed. From food to water to hygiene items to
clothes to sleeping bags tentsto medicin etc.
Since May 2020 a quarantine camp was opened around 15
kilometers distance to our warehouse, we stil provide the camp
managament there with anything they need but we are not able to
be in touch with the people in person. Because of the quite high
stock of clothes we had since 2019 we transported around 400
boxes of clothes to other organizations or to refugees directly
expecially after the fire or Moria Camp in Septmeber 2020 when
clothes were really needed.
Currently there are 140 refugees living in the quarantine camp
here ( by the 10th o December) some of them stay up to 2 month
there until the get to the first reception area.
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4645

129

Human arrived in
Lesvos

Boats reached the shore of
Lesvos through 2020

XX?
How mane were send back to
Turkey – we don’t know
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External projects we have supported in 2020

# external project support

Name of the project

This year due to the big media attention after the fire of Moria we
received some extra donations that we decided to hand over to
other projects in need working with the emerging situation of
refugees after the fire but not only.
Legal aid seemed to be extremely important for every refugee
because without assisting the asylum procedure by a lawyer the
procedures were far from fair.
Organisations and initiatives that we supported through the year
but especially in September and October were:
Legal Centre Lesvos, Fenix Humanitarian Aid, Welcome2EuropeWillkommensinseln, NoBorderKitchenLesvos,
WomenInSolidarityHouse (WISH), SINIPARKSI, Victoria Solidarity
Network, Independent Housing Project Lesvos, Medical Volunteers
International, Wave of Hopes, RAD Music Internationel, ReFocus
Media Lab, Refugee Rescue, from them 11 are situated in Lesvos
and 2 in Athens.
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37 830 Euro

Other projects
supported

in total

Support for living outside the camps– rent,
utility bills and basic needs Lesvos and Athens

Legal aid and lawyers for families and children Lesvos
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Amount of support

6.000 Euro

16.000 Euro

Food kitchen for homeless refugees after the
fire of Moria or in the streets of Athens

4.000 Euro

Medical emergency after fire of Moria
Lesvos

2.000 Euro

Selforganized refugee initiatives around the new
camp „Mavrovouni“
(education, music, journalism and basic needs
supplies)

5.000 Euro

For the organisation Refugee Rescue we
purchased and car and arranged all inscriptions
for circulation of it , currently Medical
Volunteers International is using the car

4.830 Euro
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# Finances– Income and Expenses by projects

INCOME
1. Freundeskreis für Kinder in Not e.V. (Germany)
2. Kerk in Actie (Netherlands)
3. HelpRefugees/Choose Love (Great Britain)

4. Mensch Mensch Mensch e.V. – Seebrücke Berlin (Germany)

2020

Expenses by project

60.000 Euro
25.000 Euro
25.200 Euro

18.500 Euro

1. Welcome Lessons

37.414,22

2. Welcome Office

37.973,33

3. Proti Stassi ( “First Station”)

22.075,32

4. Borderline Lesbos Administrative Work

13.309,08

5. Refugee Rescue (Great Britain)

5.309 Euro

6. Erasmus+ Projekt – IBB Dortmund (Germany)

5.303 Euro

5. External project support

7. Rotary Club Euskirchen (Germany)

4.050 Euro

6. Direct support for refugees

8. Haella Stichting (Netherlands)

4.000 Euro

9. Privat donations up to an amount of 1000 Euros each

8.153 Euro

Gesamt

In Euro

146.112,00
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(Advocacy, coordination, finances etc.)

Gesamt

37.830,00
4.091,50

152.693,45
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# Finances–
Expenses
by projects
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# Finances –Expenses
by categories

CATEGORY

Amount of year 2020

Staff on contract ( Including social insurance and taxes)

€55.954,32

Rent (Welcome Office and Warehouse)

€16.084,00

Legal Aid (external partners)

€16.000,00

Supplies for refugees (direct support such as food, medicins,
clothes etc)

€15.810,41

Bus tickets for students visiting the lessons

€8.380,00

Building maintenance renovation new Welcome Office

€7.691,50

Volunteer support ( food, petrol, rent)
Car costs

€6.761,27
€5.146,00

Educational activities ( external partners)

€5.000,00

Copies, paper, inks, pens, notebooks etc.

€4.134,34

Petrol and fuel for transportation of staff / supplies

€3.052,31

Accountant ( external)
Medical Aid ( external partner)

€2.660,00
€2.000,00

Office equipment
Phone and Internet bills

€1.344,37
€1.094,50

Utility bills ( water and electricity)
Snacks and Drinks for students
Advocacy work ( website fees etc.)
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GESAMT

€909.50
€354,88
€316,04
€152.693,45

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR SUPPORT
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